ABSTRACT With the applications heterogeneous of Internet of Things (IoT) technology, the heterogeneous IoT systems generate a large number of heterogeneous datas, including videos and images. How to efficiently represent these images is an important and challenging task. As a local descriptor, the texton analysis has attracted wide attentions in the field of image processing. A variety of texton-based methods have been proposed in the past few years, which have achieved excellent performance. But, there still exists some problems to be solved, especially, it is difficult to describe the images with complex scenes from IoT. To address this problem, this paper proposes a multi-feature representation method called diagonal structure descriptor. It is more suitable for intermediate feature extraction and conducive to multi-feature fusion. Based on visual attention mechanism, five kinds of diagonal structure textons are defined by the color differences of diagonal pixels. Then, four types of visual features are extracted from the mapping sub-graphs and integrated into 1-D vector. Various experiments on three Corel-datasets demonstrate that the proposed method performs better than several state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, as the development of heterogeneous Internet of Things (IoT) technology [1] , [2] , the heterogeneous IoT systems have been widely used in various fields, which play an imperative role in the Internet. Some IoT systems can be used to locate, track and identify objects. With the help of visual cameras, the IoT systems can get images and videos, which provide a visual method to access the object information. Many image processing methods are proposed for this system, Tinghuai M A et al in [3] propose two recommendation approaches fusing user-generated tags and social relations to improve recommendation accuracy. Wen X et al in [4] propose a rapid learning algorithm to tackle this weakness of AdaBoost for vehicle classification.
Image retrieval is one of the important technology in the image pattern recognition and computer vision, and it is an inseparable part of the Heterogeneous Internet of Things. Generally, images can be retrieved in three ways: text-based, content-based, and semantic-based methods [5] . The textbased methods can be traced back to 1970s, and they are still most widely used in web image retrieval. Since the images need to be manually annotated by text tags, which requires much human labour. Simultaneously, the annotation accuracies heavily depends on human perception. Thus, with the quantity of image data growing rapidly, textual annotation becomes impractical and inefficient for image retrieval [6] . The content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was proposed in the early 1990s. CBIR system has been extensively studied in both academia and industry [7] . Zhangjie FU et al in [8] propose a searchable encryption scheme which supports both multi-keyword ranked search and parallel search. The authors in [9] solve the problem of personalized multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data (PRSE) and propose two PRSE schemes for different search intentions. CBIR mainly utilizes low-level features (e.g., color, texture and shape) which are presented to browse and search images from huge digital media. The semantic-based one tends to use high-level features to interpret images and measure their similarities. However, the low-level features often fail to describe highlevel semantic concepts.
Commonly, content-based image retrieval usually uses low-level features to research images. However, low-level features cannot effectively describe high-level sematics. To address this problem, many researchers have adopted machine-learning techniques to derive high-level semantics [10] . In addition, some researchers try to find their intermediate representations, such as, the repeated and structured visual pattern unit, local descriptor, key points [11] . A local descriptor collects the features of regions or objects. Lots of local descriptors are available for pattern recognition applications, such as, local binary patterns (LBP) [12] , local extrema patterns (LEP) [13] , local ternary patterns (LTP) [14] . Other improved local descriptors are also used for image retrieval applications, such as, local maximum edge binary patterns (LMEBP) [15] , directional local extrama patterns (DLEP) [16] , local extrema co-occurrence patterns (LECoP) [17] , local tetra patterns (LTrP) [18] . As a local descriptor, the texton analysis has attracted widely attentions in areas of image processing and pattern recognition. Especially, many structural analysis methods are simple and effective, which have achieved excellent performance in image retrieval [19] . In this paper, we mainly focus on some state-of-the-art methods based on textons. These methods can combine color with texture, such as, multi-texton histogram (MTH) [5] , micro-structure descriptor (MSD) [7] , texton co-occurrences matrix (TCM) [20] , and color difference histogram (CDH) [21] . Even though aforementioned methods actively integrate color and texture information via constructing structure texton, they neglect the changes of color and brightness because they only consider same-valued neighboring pixels to define texton. Besides, the overlap between textons and the lack of gradient information will reduce the performance of these texton analysis methods. It mainly manifests the mutual inclusion between the textons; the specific analysis is given in section.2.
Human perception is sensitive to structure and periodicity, which selects a few elements of attention and suppresses irrelevant materials. In many literatures, visual attention model was established according to the human visual mechanism [22] . Visual saliency features can be extracted by the models, which include color, texture, shape features and image color layout information [23] . In this paper, we propose a novel feature descriptor and detector framework called DSD. It simulates human visual attention mechanism to describe features via detection of diagonal structure textons. Firstly, images are partitioned into many blocks in HSV color space with 72 bins, and five kinds of diagonal structure descriptors are defined by the color value differences of diagonal pixels. Secondly, variety of visual image features can be extracted from the mapping sub-graphs which are generated by matching images, such as, edge texture histogram (EH ), object region histogram (OH ), texton spatial distribution histogram (TH ) and color gradient histogram (GH ). Finally, the diagonal structure histogram (DSH ) is combined by the vectors of EH , OH , TH and GH , which can effectively represent image background, object and local information. In other words, it includes the features of edge, object, shape, texture and color gradient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section.2 provides the review of existing structure textons. Section.3 introduces the diagonal structure descriptor. Section.4 proposes the method of extracting DSH . Section.5 evaluates the performance of the proposed method. Section.6 concludes this paper.
II. REVIEW OF EXISTING STRUCTURE TEXTONS
The structure texton analysis method can simplify complex issues, in image processing, which decompose images into many small blocks. Images can be separated into a series of sub regions for description [24] . For example, the MSD is defined based on an edge orientation similarity. The method partitions image into many small blocks, each block is a grid of size N ×N , N = 3. In addition, most of the structure texton analysis methods are based on Julesz's textons theory [25] , and they are very useful tool in texture analysis. In general, textons are defined as a set of blobs or emergent patterns sharing a common property all over the image. However, defining textons remains a big challenge. Mostly, the 2 × 2 blocks are used in these methods (e.g., structure elements' descriptor (SED) [6] , TCM and MTH) for textons detection. In these methods, textons are defined by the co-occurring probability of two, three or four same-valued pixels in a block. The final image features are generated by the textons detection. However, they lack gradient information, and the detecting textons in a neighborhood may be overlapped.
In this section, we take the textons of MTH as an example to analyze their problems. As shown in Figure. 1(a), the four textons (S1, S2, S3 and S4) in the method are defined by the co-occurring probability of two same-valued pixels in a block, which have no gradient information. Besides, the overlapping phenomenon exists in the textons detection. An block may be corresponding to multiple textons, or none, as shown in Figure.1(b) . Therefore, they cannot represent independent features of the specific regions, such as edge, background VOLUME 4, 2016 and target. The features extracted by these textons cannot be effectively corresponding to high-level semantics. The local gradient and edge direction reflect the appearance and shape of the object. Through the analysis, it is important to choose several gradient directions and compute first order derivative between neighborhood pixels for simulating the changes in color and brightness.
III. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE DESCRIPTOR (DSD) A. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE THEORY FOUNDATION
The key contents of images are very significant for contentbased image retrieval. They consist primarily of color, texture, and shape features. Generally, the image edges have abundant shape and texture information, because they have a close relationship with contour and texture pattern. In addition, the gradient information contains the saltation of color, edge, stripe and acuity. A great deal of research show that these features in the same class local structure often have a certain amount of similarities [26] .
In some sense, some structure elements may be corresponding to the specific high level semantic of images. If we exploit these structure elements and describe them effectively, they can be used to represent and distinguish different images. In [6] and [7] , the authors give some structure descriptors for image retrieval, and the results of experiments indicate that they are effective and efficient. In [27] , the author gives a simple method to obtain accumulating weighted local 1-D histogram of gradient directions over the pixels in structures. As shown in Figure. 2(a), eight directions are used to represent the gradient directions of the structures. In [5] and [6] , structure textons are defined based on the block with four pixels, and they are classified into different types by the numbers of same-valued pixels. In this way, we can obtain the information of object edge and shape to represent images. In other words, the images are partitioned into many 2×2 elementary blocks. Structure orientations can be used to estimate the shape of images which play important roles in the features extraction and image analysis. Besides, the gradient information in different directions are included in structures, and they are used as enumeration property of structures.
We define four directions in the structures. Suppose, we select 2 × 2 pixels as a basic block to construct structure textons, the directions are shown in Figure. information, we can further simplify the structure textons. Retain gradient information in 4 diagonal directions, they are indicated by the solid line. Horizontal and vertical directions information of structure texton can be represented by the diagonal directions. As shown in Figure. 2(c), the horizontal direction is indicated by the red dotted line, which is hidden in two pairs of diagonal directions. In this paper, the diagonal structure textons will contain gradient and direction information.
B. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE TEXTON DEFINITION
According to the distribution characteristics of pixels, we define several structure textons along with the diagonal directions, which effectively utilize the advantages of the existing methods and avoid their shortages. Firstly, the images are partitioned into many small blocks of 2 × 2 pixels. As shown in Figure. 3, if the values of diagonal pixels are different in one block, the structure textons can be classified into 4 types. If the values of four neighborhood pixels are the same, the structure texton can be considered as a special type. So we can define 5 kinds of diagonal structure textons, the descriptions of the diagonal structure textons are realized by the following four steps, which named as diagonal structure descriptor.
Step 1 (Color Space Transformation): For a color image I (x, y) of size M × N , we transform the RGB color space to HSV color space for detecting the structure textons. For the convenience of expression, we non-uniformly quantize the HSV color into 72 bins.
Step 2 (Image Partition): We partition image into a plurality of blocks of size 2 × 2. Each block has four pixels, as shown in Figure. 3(a), their color values are P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 .
Step 3 (Diagonal Structure Texton Types): According to the gradient of the diagonal pixels in the structure, we define 5 kinds of diagonal structure textons, as shown in Figure. 3(b-f). These textons are denoted as T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 and T 5 .
Step 4 (Gradient Computation): T 1 and T 2 have different gradient with similar type in the same diagonal direction. As shown in Figure. 3(b,e), the cell of red shadow and symbol B denotes the pixel of bigger value, additionally, the cell of green shadow and symbol S denotes the pixel of smaller value. The gradient of texton is represented as the changes of pixel values. Similarly, T 3 and T 4 can be defined. We use Roberts operator to compute the derivatives along the diagonal and anti-diagonal directions. Then, the simplified definition of gradient value is = |P(B) − P(S)|. T 5 has same-valued pixels in all directions, and it has arbitrary directions and none gradient. According to the diagonal structure textons, we propose an efficient method for the detection of edge, object, shape and color gradient. In the following section, we will illustrate the process of textons detection.
C. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE TEXTON MATCHING
In order to better understand the characteristics of diagonal structure texton, we present the two binary sub-graphs which are generated by detecting the diagonal structure textons. The edge sub-graph is obtained by detecting the first four kinds of diagonal structure textons. As shown in Figure. 4(b, e), white regions are the result of detection, the edge and shape are clear. In addition, the object sub-graph is obtained by detecting the last type diagonal structure texton, which represents the internal region of a target, as shown in Figure. 4(c, f). The results contain the information of edge and object. The process is simple and effective without the need for any image segmentation or complex transformation. Furthermore, the process of the detection and statistics can obtain more image features, which acquires color-spatial distribution and other meaningful visual information, and so on.
IV. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE HISTOGRAM (DSH) A. DIAGONAL STRUCTURE TEXTON DETECTION
In order to illustrate the principle in a simple way, we suppose there is an image of size 6 × 6, and its pixel values range is [1, 5] . To obtain maps of different textons and get a holistic map of the images, we give the uncomplicated four-step strategy as shown in follows.
Step 1 (Match of Diagonal Structure Texton): Starting from the origin (0,0), move the 2 × 2 pixels structure from left to right and top to bottom with 2-steps length.
Step 2 (Detection of Diagonal Structure Texton): If one image block corresponds to a kind of certain diagonal structure texton, the pixel values of diagonal location will be reserved, otherwise, they will be abandoned. We can obtain five maps of diagonal structure textons, they are denoted by M 1 (x, y), M 2 (x, y), M 3 (x, y), M 4 (x, y) and M 5 (x, y), respectively.
Step 3 (Maps of Edge and Object): According to the results obtained in step.2, we can define two types of mapping sub-graphs. The first category is composed of the first four diagonal structure texton maps, which represents the texture and edge orientation of images. It is denoted by
The second category is the map of the last diagonal structure texton, which represents the background or object. It is denoted by
Step 4 (Combined Map): The holistic map is merged with all previous maps. It is denoted by
Figure. 5 shows an example to illustrate the process of the diagonal structure textons match and maps extraction. 
B. TEXTON DETECTION NON-OVERLAPPING PROOF
From the detection of diagonal structure textons, we can obtain the quantity and position of pixels reserved in maps. The matching map is defined as M N i (x, y), where N is the quantity of blocks in the sub-maps, the sequence number is i. In order to prove that the process is non-overlapping detection, this paper presents a proof by following steps.
1) VERIFICATION: PIXELS OF ONE BLOCK
Firstly, we assume that the image only contains one block. In fact, it exists two situations in the detection of textons. One is that, if the M 1 5 (x, y) = φ, the number of the matching map is
5 (x, y)| = 4, other four maps will not contain any pixels reserved M 1 i (x, y) = φ. Obviously, the pixel number of all matching maps union is
Hence, we ascertain the pixels union and intersection of one block, which are shown as follow.
2) SUPPOSE: PIXELS OF n BLOCKS we suppose that pixels union and intersection of n blocks are D n and D n , respectively.
3) DERIVATION: PIXELS OF n+1 BLOCKS
The pixels union and intersection of n+1 blocks are derived by following equations.
M N i (x, y) contains 4N pixels reserved, it is the same as the number of all pixels contained in the current image. Simultaneously,
i (x, y) does not contain any pixels reserved, it means that all the sub graphs have no common pixels. Fortunately, the proposition can be used to prove the non-overlapping detection. In other words, the proposed method can detect all pixels of the image without overlapping. Theoretically, it is conducive to extract independent intermediate features from different maps.
C. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION AND FEATURE EXTRATION
The process of diagonal structure textons match has been displayed in the above sub-section. The diagonal structure texton maps are used to illustrate the method how to effectively match images. These maps can be used to decompose and describe images, Figure. 6 depicts the mapping layers of one image decomposition. But they are not feature vectors, thus it is not conducive to the similarity comparison between images. So, the next step is to describe and extract the image feature vectors by using the matching maps. Figure.6 shows the corresponding relationship of the mapping layers and feature vectors.
D. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In this section, the four feature histograms(e.g., EH , OH , TH and GH ) can be obtained, which represent the edge, object, shape and color gradient information respectively. The final vector contains color, texture and shape feature. Figure.7 shows the process of the features extraction.
In order to illustrate the process of the proposed method, we suppose the image with size M × N , and nonuniform quantize the RGB space into HSV color space with 72 bins. We can calculate the number of five kinds of diagonal structure textons through the maps of M s (x, y), 1 ≤ s ≤ 5.
1) EDGE AND OBJECT HISTOGRAM
We define the color quantity of probability of pixels in mapping layers. It is denoted by H (k), where 0 ≤ k ≤ 71. The H (k) is computed by following formula (4) .
We compute the quantity of pixels on the E (x, y) and O (x, y) by formula(9), leading to two vectors of 72 bins. They are denoted by edge histogram (EH ) and object histogram (OH ), respectively.
2) DIAGONAL STRUCTURE TEXTON HISTOGRAM
We define the quantity of probability of diagonal structure textons in the above five maps. Firstly, the maps of M s (x, y) are transformed into S s (i, j), the values are 0 or 1, simultaneously the size is decreased to M 2 × N 2 . The texton histogram(TH ) is the quantity of textons in the map of M s (x, y), which is computed by following formula(5).
3) GRADIENT HISTOGRAM
We define the quantity of probability of color gradient in the map E(x, y). The gradient value is defined as color difference, which is denoted by ∈ [1, 71]. The two gradient values in diagonal directions are defined as 1 and 2 . So the map E(x,y) can be transformed into two maps of
, simultaneously the size is decreased to M 2 × N 2 . The gradient histogram(GH ) is computed by following formula (6) .
Figure.5 and Figure.7 show the process of extracting textons, which obtain the four histograms. For instance, TH is denoted as {3, 3, 2, 3, 2}, EH is denoted as {6, 4, 7, 4, 1}, OH is denoted as {0, 4, 0, 4, 0}, GH is denoted as {5, 5, 1, 0}. The holistic diagonal structure textons histogram(DSH ) is denoted as {6, 4, 7, 4, 1, 3, 3, 2, 3, 2, 0, 4, 0, 4, 0, 5, 5, 1, 0}.
4) WEIGHTED AGGREGATION
In order to effectively and efficiently represent images, we construct a weighted aggregation frame for concatenating these histograms. Firstly, we consider the multihistogram features have different bins. Then, we take into account that images will be dissimilar when the images are scaled. Due to the proportion of pixels are same when the images are scaled, we normalize these histograms (N (V )) respectively to cope with the changes of images scale. Finally, the holistic histogram can be integrated by following formula (7) .
Where α is the target weight parameter, and β is the amplitude adjusting parameter. Generally, targets are the regions of interest, which have more significance compare with other regions [28] . The more relevant images can be obtained by using the features of image salient object [29] .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed method using three Corel-datasets. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method against several stateof-the-art retrieval methods, the abbreviations for extracted features with comparison methods are given below.
• DSD: the features of Multi-feature Aggregation based on diagonal structure texton descriptor.
• MSD: micro-structure descriptor features.
• CDH: color difference histogram.
• MTH: multi-textons histogram.
• LMEBP: local maximum edge patterns histogram.
• DLEP: directional local extrama patterns histogram.
A. IMAGE DATASETS
There are three Corel-datasets used in the experiment of performance comparison. The first one is Corel-1000 dataset, which contains 10 categories, each category contains 100 images of size 384×265. There are 1000 images from diverse contents, such as human beings, buildings, landscapes, bus, dragons, elephants, horses, flowers, mountains and foods. The second one is Corel-5000 dataset, which contains 50 categories, each category contains 100 images of size 192×128. More complex than first, it includes diverse contents such as beach, car, fish, door sunset, etc. The third one is Corel-10000 dataset, which includes 10000 images of 100 categories, every image size is 187 × 126.
B. DISTANCE METRIC
Distance metrics [30] play a critical role in image retrieval and classification. For each template image in the dataset, a feature vector T = [T 1 , T 2 , . . . T M ] is extracted and stored in the database [7] . Suppose the vector of a query image
, the L 1 distance between them is simply calculated by following equation.
Another form of the distance metric between them is simply calculated by following equation.
The formula is similar to that of the L 1 distance, which is simple to compute the similarity of query image and images in datasets. The distance formula can reduce the complexity and save the cost of computation, so it very suitable for large scale image datasets. Actually, the second distance formula can considered the 1/(1 + T i + Q i ) as a weight of L 1 distance [5] . In this paper, we use the second formula to compute the similarity between query image and the datasets images.
C. PERFORMANCE MEASURE STANDARD
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we adopt three forms of precision and recall. The first is Precision(average precision rate) and Recall(average recall rate). The second is average retrieval precision(ARP), and average retrieval recall(ARR) [31] . The third is F − measure.
Precision and Recall are defined as follows
where I QN is the number of images retrieved in the top QN positions that belongs to the identical category of query image. CM is the total number of images in the identical category of query image, and QN is the total number of images retrieved. In the DSD method for image retrieval, QN = 300 and CM = 100.
The ARP and ARR are defined using formula as follows. They can be used to test the stability of algorithms. QN represents the total number of retrieved images from the database currently.
In many cases, high precision and recall are both required, therefore F − measure is put forward as the overall performance measurement.
D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS
Four types of visual feature vectors are extracted from the mapping sub-graphs. They can generate various combinations to represent different level characteristics of images. The abbreviations of four combinations are given below.
• 
., (EH + OH + TH + GH ).
• DSD: the finally histogram of the proposed method, e.g., equation (7) . Table. 1 shows the Precision and Recall of four combinations, when the top 20 retrieved images on different datasets. The performance is higher when vector amount is larger. And the performance of weighted fusion vector is highest. It is demonstrated that the diagonal structure descriptor and the weighted strategy are effective for image retrieval.
E. RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, to validate the effect of the DSD method, three kinds of experiments are provided, e.g., single image retrieval, Precision comparison and retrieval result curves comparison. 
1) SINGLE IMAGE RETRIEVAL
Two results of image retrieval are displayed (top left image is the query image) on the Corel-1000 dataset, as shown in Figure. 8. We rank the images by the similarity between the query image and the image dataset, and select the top 16 images from the sequence. Figure. 8(a) shows the retrieved results of the horses category images. There are two horses in the query image and the top 16 images retrieved respectively. Image No2 and No15 are the part of query image, the similarity value is 0.8399 and 3.4003 respectively. The colors of horses in the images No8, No12 and No13 are different from query image, but the shapes are very similar. Figure.8(b) shows the retrieved results of the foods category images. The top 16 images retrieved have similar scene and color of foods, all of these images belong to the same category of foods, and the quantity of correct query images is more than that of other literatures, such as [32] . So, we can believe the top 16 images have the similar color, texture and shape. In other words, the feature represented by proposed method contains color, texture and shape features.
2) PRECISION COMPARISON
We randomly select 10 images from each category images as query images, so the total number of query images selected will be 100 on Corel-1000 dataset. For every category images, we can quarry the relevant images in the top 10, 20, 50 and 100 images. Then, we take the average precision of 10 images from the same category as the retrieval Precision [33] . Table. 2 shows the Precision of the methods (e.g., DSD, MSD, MTH, CDH, LMEBP and DLEP) on the 10 category images. The proposed method (DSD) has more high retrieval Precision, especially on the categories, Africa, Buildings, Dinosaurs, Horses and Foods.
In order to compare the Precision of the methods on different category images, we provide the figure of precision curves in the top 20 retrieved images. Figure.9 shows the Precision curves comparison chart of seven methods on 10 category images and 50 category images. The proposed method has higher Precision on the most category images, and it is much more stable. Table. 3, Table.4 and Table.5 show the Precision in different top number of retrieved images. As shown in Table. 3, the Precision is average precision of 100 images from 10 category images. The DSD method has more high Precision than other methods(MSD, MTH, CDH, LMEBP and DLEP). The Precision at least increases nearly 8% compared with other highest Precision method, when the top 10 images are retrieved. And it increases by 9.9%, when the top 100 images are retrieved. Table. 4 shows the average precision of 500 images on the corel-5000 dataset. The DSD method has more high Precision than other method. The Precision at least increases by 3.5%, when the top 10 images are retrieved. And it increases by 1%, when the top 100 images are retrieved. The Precisions of different methods are similar, because with the increase of images, there are more interference images in every category. Table. 5 shows the average precision of 1000 images on the corel-10000 dataset. The DSD method has higher Precision than other methods. The Precision at least increases above 1.5%, when the top 10 images are retrieved. And it increases by 0.6%, when the top 100 images are retrieved.
3) RETRIEVAL RESULT CURVES COMPARISON
In this section, the charts of Precision, Precision-Recall(PR), ARP, ARR and F − measure are used to evaluate the performance of proposed method for image retrieval. The experimental results indicate that the DSD method achieves a very good performance in terms of Precision and Recall over the other five methods. The Precision on the three Coreldatasets are listed in Table.3, Table.4 and Table. 5. The Precision curves are plotted in Figure. 10. It can be seen from these VOLUME 4, 2016 tables and Figure. 10 that the proposed method achieves much better results than other methods.
The Precision-Recall curves are plotted in Figure. 11, the vertical axis corresponds to Precision, whereas the horizontal axis corresponds to the Recall. It can be seen from above tables and Figure. 11 that the proposed method outperforms the other methods.
The ARP and ARR curves on Corel-1000 dataset and Corel-5000 dataset are plotted in Figure. 12. The curves of DSD method are more smoother and higher than others, and the growth rate of the proposed method ARR is relatively fast. The F-measure curves are plotted in Figure. 13, where we set β = 1, as complementary to Precision-Recall curves. If the retrieval Recall and Precision are higher, the curves will go far from the original of coordinate. The curves of DSD method are always higher than that of other methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the novel multi-features aggregation method is proposed based on the diagonal structure descriptor for image retrieval. The diagonal structure textons have strong independent characteristic, which correspond to different local features. They can reflect the high-level semantic information. The new features extraction scheme avoids the shortcomings of the existing textons description methods, meanwhile, it can obtain the features of edge, object, shape and color gradient. Firstly, we provide the descriptors of five diagonal structure textons. Secondly, we construct a new framework for extracting features of color, texture and shape. Simultaneously, these features are integrated into one image histogram, which can effectively represent images. Thirdly, we use Euclidean distance with the weighted formula to measure the similarity between the query image and images in datasets. Various experiments are completed on three Corel-datasets, the DSD method achieves higher precision and recall than several state-of-the-art image retrieval methods, such as MSD, MTH, CDH, LMEBP and DLEP. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has better performance than other methods. In the future, in order to further improve the Visual Internet of Things system, we will explore in depth how to complete automatic annotation of object information for image retrieval. 
